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Abstract 
 
The endovascular treatment of abdominal aortic aneurism (EVAR - EndoVascular Aneurism 
Repair) has become an alternative therapy to conventional open surgery. The objective of 
ANGIOVISION project was to contribute to the improvement of EVAR procedures in terms 
of accuracy and customization of the interventional strategy. Our approach was mainly based 
on the use of patient specific data, computer aided endovascular navigation and numerical 
simulation. We proposed a new FEM based patient specific simulation solution to estimate 
the deformations caused by the introduction of stiff endovascular devices. We developed and 
implemented an original endovascular navigation system to augment the intra-operative 
fluoroscopy with the visualization of deformed pre-operative aorto-iliac structure, and related 
information concerning vessel wall (calcifications), as well as stentgraft virtual deployment. 
The proposed solution, that requires only lightweight computer equipment, can be used in a 
standard operating room in order to optimize device placement (from a single angle of 
incidence). Evaluation is currently under way. 
 
Résumé 
 
Le traitement endovasculaire de  l'anévrisme de l'aorte abdominale (EVAR – EndoVascular 
Aneurism Repair) constitue une alternative à la chirurgie ouverte. Le projet ANGIOVISION 
avait pour objectif de contribuer à l’amélioration des procédures EVAR en termes de 
précision et de personnalisation de la stratégie opératoire. Notre approche était principalement 
fondée sur le recours aux données spécifiques au patient, à la navigation endovasculaire 
assistée par ordinateur, et à la simulation numérique. Nous avons proposé une nouvelle 
solution de simulation par éléments finis, spécifique patient, afin d'estimer les déformations 
engendrées par les outils endovasculaires. Nous avons développé et mis en oeuvre un système 
de navigation endovasculaire permettant d'augmenter l'imagerie fluoroscopique per-opératoire 
avec la représentation de la structure aorto-iliaque préopératoire déformée, incluant les 
informations relatives à la qualité pariétale, ainsi que le pré-déploiement virtuel de 
l'endoprothèse. La solution proposée, qui n'implique que des moyens matériels 
(informatiques) légers, peut être utilisée dans un bloc opératoire standard afin d'optimiser le 
placement des dispositifs endovasculaires (à partir d'une seule incidence d'acquisition). 
L'évaluation du système est actuellement en cours. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

 

Abdominal aortic aneurysm (AAA) is the most common aortic aneurysm. The endovascular 

treatment of AAA (EVAR - EndoVascular Aneurism Repair) has become an alternative 

therapy to conventional open surgery [1-2]. It consists in the deployment of one or several 

stent-grafts, through intravascular ways, at their anchorage site, in order to re-channel the 

blood flow excluding thrombus. This procedure has a high success rate in the short term, has 

the advantage of reducing blood loss, intraoperative morbidity and duration of hospitalization. 

Although some issues remain, the indication of EVAR is constantly increasing, compared to 

open surgery. 

However, EVAR shows inherent limitations that make difficult its implementation in a 

number of cases [3-4]. This minimally invasive procedure still needs to be made more reliable 

and secure. Some of these limitations are related to the realization of the endovascular gestures 

in complex anatomical configurations, the information feedback provided by the intra-

operative 2D imaging (fluoroscopy), the durability of the treatment (need for secondary 

procedures in the medium and long term). 

While the main actors of the field agree to recognize the difficulties encountered during 

stent-graft placement, computer aided solutions are largely under-exploited (or even 

nonexistent) in the current practice of endovascular interventions, including EVAR procedures. 

Most of vascular surgeons still work with a standard intra-operative 2D fluoroscopy-like 

imaging. The best imaging to guide the intervention would be the superimposition of the pre-

operative CT volume onto the intra-operative imaging environment thanks to a registration 



process [5]. Nevertheless, introduction of a stiff guidewire or an aortic stent naturally makes 

arteries, and in particular the iliac arteries, straighten and deform. Pre-operative planning based 

on the pre-operative CT-scan may thus turn out to not match the intra-operative morphology. 

The prediction of intra-operative deformations has to be taken into account in the 

intraoperative navigation / fusion system. Currently there is no satisfactory solution available 

in practice. 

Computer-aided surgery makes use of a variety of technologies and information sources. 

One of the challenges over the last years has been to apply these methods to tissues that 

deform, as do vessels when flexible and relatively stiff objects are introduced into them (stiff 

guidewire, aortic prosthesis, etc.). Patient specific simulation of instruments / tissues 

interactions is a complex issue.  It is even more complex that intra-operative observations 

showing the endovascular devices interacting with tissues are available but paradoxically not 

exploited. Moreover, it is surprising that the visual feedback to the practitioner during the 

intervention is limited to 2D fluoroscopic imaging. 

 In this context, ANGIOVISION project was aimed at improving EVAR procedures in 

terms of accuracy and customization of the interventional strategy. To tackle problems of 

iterative procedures, risks of failure or conversion, it was a question of developing an 

operational solution for the tracking and control of stentgraft placement, incorporating a 

realistic modeling of tools / tissues interactions. The approach was mainly based on the use of 

patient specific data, computer aided endovascular navigation and numerical simulation. The 

main objective of the project was to use complementary patient-specific information available 

at different stages of observation (pre-, intra-operative), in order to import in the operating 

room the decision making support and display it to the practitioner during the procedure, 

through an augmented reality endovascular navigation system. 

 



II.  MATERIALS AND METHODS 

The different methodological steps involved in the solution proposed for computer aided 

endovascular navigation are presented in the following. They include: pre-operative CT data 

analysis and description, FEM based simulation, pre-/intra-operative registration, and Intra-

operative fusion and updating. 

 

1 – Preoperative patient data 

For each patient the pre-operative CTA (computed tomography angiography) was analyzed 

using the Endosize® software [6] (Therenva, Rennes, France). The image analysis process 

combines contour-based and region-based segmenting algorithms including morphological 

operations to automatically remove connections between the vasculature of interest (aortoiliac 

structure) and bone structures (such as spine). The vessel centerlines and contours, as well as 

the surface description of the vascular lumen were extracted from the CTAs.  The vascular 

structures were described using active contours, and were represented by curves (B-spline 

type) in planes orthogonal to the centerline of each vessel. In addition, a complete sizing was 

performed and the arterial wall quality (healthy wall, calcifications) was determined, 

according to the standards of the international society for vascular surgery [7]. The grade 0 

corresponded to a healthy wall and the (maximum) grade 3 corresponded to circular 

calcifications of the whole artery. 

  2 – Implicit FEM simulation 

Rather than the development of a detailed biomechanical model (as studied in the next 

section), this approach was deliberately oriented towards an approximate solution consistent 

with the clinical workflow [8]. The simulation of vessel deformations was mainly based on the 



construction and tuning of a biomechanical model, simulation of tool-tissue interactions via 

implicit finite-element analysis, and projection of deformed model on intraoperative imaging. 

Reconstruction of the vascular geometry was achieved using the ANSYS DesignModeler 

software (ANSYS, Inc., Canonsburg, PA). The contours were imported from Endosize®, and 

by using a surface interpolation tool, the full aortic surface was recreated (Fig. 2). From this 

geometric model, a triangular mesh was generated and contained (depending on the patient) 

between 5000 and 10000 shell elements [9]. The thickness of the artery wall was 1.5 mm on 

the aorta [10] and 1 mm on the iliac arteries. The vascular wall was considered to be 

homogeneous, isotropic and incompressible, with a Poisson's ratio of 0.45. A linear elastic 

model was used to describe the deformation properties of the arterial wall. The mechanical 

properties of the artery wall were determined from the calcification grade, determined from the 

sizing. Based on the literature [11], [12] the values of Young's Modulus (defining the 

elasticity) were applied as follows: non or minimally calcified artery (grade 0 or 1): 2 MPa; 

calcified artery (grade 2): 5 MPa; highly calcified artery (grade 3): 10 MPa. 

The boundary conditions are the parameters defining the mechanical stresses or 

displacements acting on the geometric structure under consideration from external sources. 

They can take different forms as fixed points (fixed support) or spring stiffness per unit area 

that only acts in the direction normal to the face of the mesh (elastic support). Anatomical 

knowledge was considered to choose the location of the boundary conditions [13]. The 

superior extremity of the abdominal aorta is fixed by the aortic hiatus (strong tendinous close 

to the spine). The femoral artery is also fixed in the femoral triangle by its collaterals laterally 

and the inguinal ligament forwards. Between the coeliac aorta and the femoral artery, there is 

no other strong anatomical structure able to fix the aortoiliac structure. Thus, in this study (Fig. 

2), the superior extremity of the abdominal aorta (A) and the guidewire insertion site on the 

femoral artery (B) were assumed to be fixed. Elastic supports were used to model the 



anatomical relationship between the posterior side of the aorta and the anterior side of the spine 

(C). Other supports were added between the aortic bifurcation and the internal iliac bifurcation 

(D).  

The tool used in this analysis was a Lunderquist ® (Extra Stiff Wire Guide, Cook®) stiff 

guidewire, which is used by surgeons to facilitate the insertion of aortic stent grafts during 

EVAR procedures. Among endovascular tools (flexible guidewire, deployment device), it is 

known for most seriously deforming vascular structure. In the model, the guidewire was 

represented by a circular beam with a diameter of 0.889mm. Its mechanical behavior was 

defined by a linear elastic material model. Its properties were set at standard values for an 

extra-stiff guidewire (Young’s modulus of 200 GPa and Poisson’s coefficient of 0.3) [14], 

[15].  

The simulation consisted in displacing the whole guidewire onto the centerline of the 

aortoiliac structure, using pre-stress to initialize the guidewire/artery interactions (Fig. 3). The 

pre-stress was then removed and the guidewire/artery contact activated. 

 3 – Explicit FEM simulation 

The objective was here to study the feasibility of patient-specific simulation based on a 

more accurate biomechanical model in order to perform a patient specific simulation of tools-

tissues interactions via explicit finite-element analysis.  Gradual insertion of multiple 

endovascular devices was considered. 

Looking at literature it is obvious that there is a lack of data on the mechanical properties of 

calcified arteries [16]. We have performed mechanical testing of arterial tissues, differentiating 

some components (calcification, atheromatous lesions, healthy tissues), in order to integrate 

these mechanical characteristics in the numerical model. Femoral, iliac and aortic samples 

have been tested. The samples were selected and characterized according to arterial wall 



quality: CT data that contain information on tissue density and nature were translated in terms 

of mechanical properties. An atomic force microscope (AFM), a tribometer and rheometer 

were used to characterize the mechanical behavior in compression, shearing and friction of 

different layers of arteries. A large number of samples (474) were tested in a liquid 

environment (PBS buffer pH 7.4) at room temperature. These tests have led to the 

determination of mechanical properties of different layers as a function of the degree of 

calcification. Fig. 4 illustrates the mapping of material properties (elastic modulus and friction 

coefficient) onto the anatomical description (obtained from pre-operative CT images). 

When it comes to the endovascular tools, the stiff guidewire enables setting up the path of 

the delivery catheter system. The guidewire is composed of three main areas: a head that is 

very flexible (3 to 7 cm in length), an abrupt or progressive transition portion (11 to 15 cm), 

and a rigid part (162 to 245cm). The delivery catheter contains the stent; it has a 0.889 mm 

internal diameter that allows its navigation in interaction with the guide. It is also composed of 

several main areas: the tip with variable diameter, the area containing the stent, the tubular 

area, and the sheath. It is of variable construction (platinum-iridium, nickel, nitinol, polyester, 

etc.). Tests were conducted for each region, considering the variation of mechanical properties 

(Fig. 5). The 3D image correlation was found to be the best tool to follow this variation. The 

samples were subjected to uniaxial quasi-static tension and were fixed between two jaws. The 

testing machine was connected to an image acquisition system, with lighting and 3D 

correlation.  

Due to the presence of large deformations an Updated Lagrangian description was chosen 

for the simulation. The arterial walls were modeled using thin shell theory with Kirchhoff 

approach. The delivery system was modeled using Timoshenko beam elements. Considering 

the strong nonlinearity of the problem, the explicit time integration scheme [17], [18] was 

adopted (method β-2). The contact between the tools and biological tissues was managed by 



unilateral penalty conditions, which consist of increasing the functional of total energy by a 

penalty function [19].  

Fig. 6 illustrates guidewires and catheter navigation from the incision area to the neck of the 

aneurysm for a patient with strong angulations and calcifications. 

 4 – Pre-/intra-operative registration 

In order to evaluate the results of the simulation, the simulated guidewire was projected 

onto the intraoperative image of the operated patient, and then compared with the real 

guidewire. 2D/3D registration was implemented in order to align the preoperative 3D 

simulation with the 2D intraoperative images. The 2D intraoperative centerlines were extracted 

from a frontal digital substraction angiography (DSA). It was acquired at the beginning of the 

procedure and included the entire abdominal aorta until the femoral arteries. For this DSA 

there was no device within the arteries able to deform the aortoiliac structure. After the 

acquisition of the DSA, the lunderquist was inserted until its final position without 

displacement of the c-arm. This protocol allowed the registration between the preoperative 3D 

centerlines extracted from the CTA and the 2D intraoperative centerlines extracted from the 

undeformed DSA. The rigid transformation between the preoperative 3D coordinate system 

(CTA) and the intraoperative 2D coordinate system (fluoroscopy) was estimated using a 

feature-based similarity measure, i.e. the distance to the centerline of the vascular structures 

computed in the intraoperative image. According to this rigid transformation the simulated 

guidewire could be superimposed on the 2D fluoroscopy image of the real guidewire. Thus for 

each patient, the simulation was assessed on the basis of two errors (Fig. 7). The first of these 

was the error associated with the registration procedure, which was calculated from the mean 

distance (Euclidean 2D distance) between the projected 3D pre-operative centerlines and those 

extracted from the 2D intraoperative image. The second error was that associated with the 



simulation, which was computed by measuring the 2D mean distance between the simulated 

and real guidewires.  

A set of 10 patients was used to adjust the simulations according to the outcomes they 

produced, thus allowing the model parameters to be tuned. Behavior laws were established 

between parameter values and patient data to make the model adaptive. In this training group, 

the location and the value of the elastic supports were adjusted interactively to minimize the 

simulation error. 

5 – Intra-operative fusion and updating 

Despite this parameters tuning, the simulation could not be fully predictive. In order to 

improve the pre-operative / intra-operative matching accuracy, a correction step, based on 

intraoperative imaging, was added at the end of the simulation. This additional step consisted 

in projecting the simulated guidewire onto an intraoperative image, evaluating the 2D distance 

between the two guidewires (real and simulated) and restarting the simulation at its end in 

order to correct the position of the simulated guidewire. A coordinate system was associated 

with some points of the simulated guidewire in order to perform this adjustment. These 

coordinate systems took into account some characteristics of the intra-operative imaging 

system: the first axis was directed to the X-ray source and the second was aligned 

longitudinally with the guidewire. The displacements necessary to improve the 

superimposition of the simulated guidewire with the real one were evaluated on the third axis 

by quantifying the distance between the two guidewires (real and simulated). The simulation 

was then restarted at its end and the displacements were applied to the guidewire points: one 

degree of freedom was fixed by the displacement and the others were determined 

mechanically.  

 



 

III.  RESULTS 

1 – Implicit FEM Simulation 

We present here the results of implicit FEM simulation which was integrated in the 

computer aided navigation system.  

Simulations were carried out using the Ansys Mechanical finite-element solver on a 

Hewlett Packard Z800 workstation (HP Development Company, California, USA) equipped 

with a 6-core Xeon processor (3.46GHz). A first manual tuning of the parameters was 

performed on the training group. Model parameters were adjusted independently for each of 

the 10 patients, taking into account simulation results projection on the intraoperative images. 

The mean simulation-related error was 2.1±0.8mm. Based on these parameters, two behavior 

laws were established between parameter values and patient data. Model parameters for each 

patient were then modified during a second phase in order to check the previously established 

laws. Mean simulation-related error (including registration error) was 2.3±0.6mm.  

One patient’s intra-operative data was used to match 3D and 2D data on a second incidence. 

Simulation results could thus be compared with intraoperative imaging not used for the tuning 

of the model parameters. The simulated guidewire was thus projected on two images with a 

different angle of incidence (left anterior oblique [LAO] 20° + caudal 13-15° / LAO 30° + 

caudal 13-15°). The simulation-related error for this patient was 3.5±2.5mm for the first 

incidence and 2.0±1.3mm for the second incidence. 

2 – pre- / intra- operative fusion and updating 

The FEM-based matching was applied to a test group of 12 patients using the adaptive 

model. Mean simulation-related error (including registration error) was 2.9±0.5mm. Mean 

simulation calculation time was of about 300 seconds. For example, time for all the process, 



for one of these patients, was 10 minutes for data analysis and extraction, 10 minutes for 

preparation of the simulation, 5 minutes for simulation and 2 minutes for registration. 

Simulation results can thus be used to integrate the deformation of the aorto-iliac structure in 

3D/2D fusion (Fig. 8). The matching between the vascular structure and the observed 

guidewire is largely improved when the deformed model is used. 

Fig. 9 illustrates the results of intra-operative updating of the simulation of tool tissue 

interactions in the aorto-iliac structure. The intra-operative observation of endovascular tool 

(stiff guidewire) interacting with the tissues was used to update the shape of the aorto-iliac 

structure. Since there are low deformations between initial simulated structure and simulated 

structure updated intra-operatively, the updating computation time was relatively low (111 

seconds in this case), and compatible with intra-operative implementation. Updating error was 

given by the distance between updated simulation of the guidewire and the real one observed 

in the 2D intra-operative image. Mean updating error was of about 0.6 mm. 

3 – Augmented angionavigation system 

A demonstrator of the augmented angionavigation system has been developed. It integrates 

image processing and patient data description, implicit FEM simulation results, pre-/intra-

operative registration, intra-operative fusion and updating. In addition, a user interface has 

been designed and developed. It integrates visualization and geometrical deployment of the 

stentgraft to augment the real intra-operative image during EndoVascular Aneurism Repair.   

The geometrical deployment consisted in displaying the different stentgrafts used during the 

endovascular procedure into the vascular structure, before the real deployment (Fig. 10).  

Each stentgraft was represented by a 3D mesh which was modeled from the dimensions of 

the real stentgraft. Each mesh could be moved along a vessel centerline and be rotated around 

it (Fig. 11). After a modification of the stentgraft position, the overlap between it and the 



surrounding stentgrafts was updated and displayed. The geometrical deployment could be 

displayed in the 3D CTA or projected onto the intra-operative fluoroscopy. It could also be 

displayed in the deformed vascular structure evaluated by the biomechanical simulation.  

The augmented angionavigation system is currently under evaluation in clinical routine 

conditions (Fig. 12).  

IV.  DISCUSSION  

A few works have focused on computer aided navigation to assist endovascular repair of 

complex aortic aneurysms. Intensity based [20][21] and feature based [22][23] 3D/2D rigid 

registration methods have been considered. Due to intra-operative deformations of vascular 

structures it is difficult to achieve an accuracy of about one millimeter. More recent works 

integrated non-rigid registration to take into consideration local deformations, of the renal 

ostia, observed between 3D CT pre-operative data and intra-operative images. The results 

reported from use of the image-guided surgery system during 23 procedures showed that the 

method was within a target accuracy of 3 mm in 78 % of cases. The deformation of the iliac 

arteries caused by the introduction of stiff endovascular tools was not taken into account. 

Otherwise several works attempted to implement Finite Element Methods (FEM) based 

simulation in the context of endovascular procedures. They were intended to deal with issues 

related to the understanding and the anticipation of aneurysm rupture risk, of strain, migration 

and endoleaks at the stent, in their pre-computed implementation [24][25] or to deal with 

catheterization simulation issues in their interactive / real time implementation [26][27]. With 

the extension of EVAR to more and more complex cases, especially for patients eligible for 

fenestrated endograft, one of the remaining technical challenge concerns deformations. 

In the ANGIOVISION project we proposed an augmented reality solution for 

EndoVascular Aneurism Repair. To perform the matching / fusion of preoperative and 



intraoperative data, our approach involves biomechanical simulation of the interactions 

between anatomical structures and endovascular material as well as 3D preoperative - 2D intra-

operative rigid registration. Based on preliminary analysis and description of preoperative CT 

images (i.e. patient data), vessel deformations were computed during preoperative phase, using 

a patient specific finite element model. The process was completed by intra-operative fusion 

and updating of the simulation. 

We proposed a new FEM based patient specific simulation method to estimate from pre-

operative data the deformations caused by the introduction of stiff endovascular devices. The 

approach based on implicit analysis estimates the resulting vasculature deformation without 

simulating the device insertion process. This approximate solution is consistent with the 

clinical workflow. In addition, we studied a more elaborate simulation framework. It is based 

on a more accurate description of mechanical properties of arteries and endovascular devices, 

and on the simulation of the insertion of multiple endovascular devices via explicit finite-

element analysis. We showed the feasibility of such an explicit numerical scheme. Assuming 

further developments, it could be used pre-operatively to support decision-making in terms of 

navigability, access path, endovascular device choice, therapeutic strategy (interventional vs. 

surgical), aneurism neck behavior, evaluation of new devices ... Additional evaluation and 

validation is required, especially in cases with complex anatomical configurations. 

 

V. CONCLUSION  

We developed and implemented an original endovascular navigation system to augment the 

intra-operative fluoroscopy with the visualization of deformed pre-operative aorto-iliac 

structure, and related information concerning vessel wall (calcifications), as well as endograft 

virtual deployment. The proposed solution, that requires only lightweight computer equipment, 



can be integrated into a standard operating room in order to optimize device placement (from a 

single angle of incidence). Evaluation is currently under way. 
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Figure 1: Pre-operative CTA data analysis and description. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
 
 
 

 
 

Figure 2: Boundary conditions. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
 
 
 

 
 

Figure 3: Implicit simulation. 
 



 
 

Figure 4: Mechanical properties of the different layers of the arteries. 
 
 
 
 

 
 

Figure 5: Mechanical testing of endovascular tools. 
 
 
 



 
 
 
 
 

 
 

Figure 6: Simulation of the insertion of multiple endovascular devices. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
 
 
 

 
 

Figure 7: Feature based 3D/2D registration. 
 
 



 
 
 

 
 
Figure 8: pre- / intra-operative matching. In the roadmap with preoperative aorto-iliac 
structure (top) the inserted stiff guidewire has deformed the vascular structure. It is not 
superimposed with the preoperative aorta model. In Roadmap with simulated aorto-iliac 
structure (down) deformed by the stiff guidewire  the observed guidewire is superimposed 
with the deformed aorta model. 
 



 
 

Figure 9: Intra-operative updating of the simulation. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
 

Figure 10: Visualization of stent deployment. 
 
 
 

 
 

Figure 11: Virtual pre-deployment of the stent graft. 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 

 
 

Figure 12: Evaluation of the augmented angionavigation system in the operating room. 
 

 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 


